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Abstract. The effect of refractory on flame stability in multiphase combustion is presented in this paper.
The mathematical model is based on a Lagrangian description for coal particles and includes pyrolysis, char
combustion, volatile combustion and the oxidation of carbon monoxide. In this approach, a global reaction
kinetic is adopted for simplicity. At first, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is applied to the furnace
to retrieve measurements and secondly, to estimate heat variation through furnace refractory walls. The heat
losses were tested for various values of the walls thickness (80, 115 and 150 mm) and two refractory materials
(clay, Glass wool).The Computational results are in agreement with the experimental measurements performed
for two distinct pulverized-coal-fired burners in a large-scale laboratory furnace. The calculations show that
the heat loss increases with the decrease of the material thermal diffusivity meanwhile, it decreases with the
increase of the furnace wall thickness. The CFD results are in good agreement with experimental ones and this
indicates that the model could be used for a suitable choice of a local material for its valorization in refractory
making.
Keywords: refractory, heat loss, combustion, CFD, multiphase flow

1

Introduction

Coal is a source of energy available all over the world. Coal reservoirs can be used for over 200 years.
Hence, at this current consumption rate, oil and gas reservoirs should fill human needs for 40 and 60 years
respectively.
Given that the world consumption of primary energy and oil and gas prices is still increasing with coal
being amongst the largest consume material even as power source. According to British Petroleum(BP), the
growth of primary energy consumption was 1% in 2015 and coal share of this consumption is 29.2%. Even
though this share is the lowest since 2005, coal remain amongst the most consumed primary energies[4] .
This strong consumption is indicative of the planet continuous needs of energy. The development of sustainable industries is strongly related to the reduction of energy consumption. Discarding green energy sources,
another way to achieve the challenge is to improve the combustion in classic furnace operation through a suitable choice of refractory materials for furnace wall making that may induce less loss of energy. Jean Perron[13]
lists the various models existing over the past decades and the growing made in the modeling process and proposed a dynamic model to simulate heat transfer mechanism in a furnace with two sub models to predict surface
emissivity of the metal and refractories. In the recent decades, numerical simulation has become a very important and successful approach for solving complex problems in almost all areas of human life[2] In his book,
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Lutz presents a collection of recent contribution of researchers working in the area of numerical simulations with thematic sections on computational fluid dynamics (flow models, complex geometries and turbulence,
transports of sediments and contaminants, reacting flows and combustion)
Nowadays as stated by Micaël Boulet[3] it is common practice to use CFD to solve complex flow involving
heat and mass coupling, heat release in various industrial domains. At the Laboratory of Energy of the University of Douala (Cameroon), studies are being carried to lower the cost of the furnace operation in metallurgy.
On this basis, alternative combustibles are explored. The possibility of substituting metallurgical coke by palm
nuts shells in a small local furnace was investigated[10] . It is obtained that the use of palm nuts shells could be
an alternative to metallurgical coke. However, some drawbacks such as local composition, modification (contamination) and the appearance of pores (due to bubbled formation from the reaction with contaminants) in the
melted metal were observed. These defects were related to the refractory material used for the furnace walls.
To overcome those drawbacks, a suitable choice of the refractory material is then needed. This choice must be
economically affordable for developing countries such as Cameroon.
In Cameroon, clays, which are well known as potential refractory material, are largely available. These
materials are largely study for used in various domains such as ceramics and building materials[5, 7, 9, 14] ; as
reinforcing phase in plastic films making[15] and in refractory materials[6] . From these studies, it is shown that
kaolinite clays deposits are the larger and their potentiality for refractory materials making is obvious.
In the present study, numerical modeling, using Computational fluid Dynamics (CFD), is done to evaluate
the possibility of such an approach to correlate experimental measurements to be used as a tool for the choice of
a raw material to serve as refractory. In this prospect, the influence of the raw material thermal conductivity and
the furnace wall thickness is evaluated. This paper is a first insight on the modeling of natural refractory material
from Cameroon. In particular the paper explored for the first the modeling of the refractory performance of a
clay from Cameroon in comparison to glass wool a classic refractory. The modeling use here could be extend
to other local resources and help the identification of local refractory material of interest.
After the presentation of the methods, which include the furnace geometry and the material wall, the
CFD modeling and operation conditions, the results and discussion section is given. In this last section, the
obtained results are compared to experimental data from the literature in other to appreciate the feasibility of
the approach. In particular
the furnace
meshes
and the
wall thickness
effects are considered.
Afterthe
the examination
presentation of theofmethods,
which include
the furnace
geometry
and the
material wall, the CFD modeling and operation conditions, the results and discussion section

2
2.1

Methods

is given. In this last section, the obtained results are compared to experimental data from the
literature in other to appreciate the feasibility of the approach. In particular the examination of
the furnace meshes and the wall thickness effects are considered.

Furnace geometry and furnace wall material

2. Methods
2.1 Furnace geometry and furnace wall material

The data used are retrieved from [1]. The furnace is a Pulverized Fuel Furnace having the following main
data used are retrieved from Abbas et al., (1991). The furnace is a Pulverized Fuel
character: the combustion The
chamber
is a 3m long cylinder with a diameter of 0.6m. The geometry of the initial
Furnace having the following main character: the combustion chamber is a 3 m long cylinder
combustor, typical of that used in wall-fired power station boilers, consists of a burner jet and a secondary
with a diameter of 0.6 m. The geometry of the initial combustor, typical of that used in wall –
air supply in a conventional double-concentric configuration, terminating in a castable refractory quarl of half
fired power station boilers, consists of a burner jet and a secondary air supply in a
angle 24◦ and a length
(54mm) to diameter (Ds = 56mm). The simplified geometry of the furnace adopted
conventional double – concentric configuration, terminating in a castable refractory quarl of
for the modeling in the
present
work is presented on Fig. 1.
half angle 24° and a length (54 mm) to diameter (Ds = 56 mm). The simplified geometry of
the furnace adopted for the modeling in the present work is presented on figure 1.

Fig. Fig.1:
1: Furnace
geometry
Furnace geometry
For the modeling of furnace wall, influence of glass wool and kaolinite were
considered. Their respective thermal conductivity constant were taken to be 0.04 W.m-1.K-1

For the modelingandof0.37
furnace
wall, influence of glass wool and kaolinite were considered. Their respective
W.m-1.K-1 (Sunday, 2003; Lide, 2010). Glass wool is chosen as a reference
−1
−1 and 0.37W.m−1 .K −1[8, 11] . Glass wool is
thermal conductivity insulating
constant
were
toisbe
0.04W.m
material andtaken
kaolinite
taken
because of it .K
availability
as local resource in
chosen as a referenceCameroon.
insulating material and kaolinite is taken because of it availability as local resource in
Cameroon.
2.2 CFD modeling and operating conditions

The mathematical model used is based on the CFD code, FLUENT v. 6.3.26 (Fluent,
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2006) where the gas flow is described by the time averaged equations of global mass,

momentum, enthalpy and species mass fraction. The particle phase equations are formulated
in Lagrangian form. The standard k-ε turbulence and the DO models are used in the present
simulations.
When pulverized coal particles are injected into the burner flow reactor they will travel
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2.2

CFD modeling and operating conditions

The mathematical model used is based on the CFD code, FLUENT v. 6.3.26[12] where the gas flow is
described by the time averaged equations of global mass, momentum, enthalpy and species mass fraction. The
particle phase equations are formulated in Lagrangian form. The standard k − ε turbulence and the DO models
are used in the present simulations.
When pulverized coal particles are injected into the burner flow reactor they will travel through gas and
interact with gas in the reactor until they reach the outlet. Coal particles are assumed to be spherical in this
study. Non-spherical effects are neglected. Therefore only drag and gravity are retained in the equations of
motion for particles to track the particles in all simulations[16] .
When pulverized coal particles are injected into the burner flow reactor they will travel through gas and
interact with gas in the reactor until they reach the outlet. Coal particles are assumed to be spherical in this
study. Non-spherical effects are neglected. Therefore only drag and gravity are retained in the equations of
motion for particles to track the particles in all simulations[16] .
Some species are released as gas (volatiles and CO) during the conversion processes of fuel particles.
This creates a source for gas phase combustion. Volatiles combustion is more important in biomass combustion
given that volatiles contain the highest part of the energy present in the biomass particle. That is why gas-phase
reaction mechanism plays an important role in CFD modeling. The combustion of a biochar (biomass based
char) is quite complicated since it is affected not only by the composition of the biomass fuel but also by the
shape and size of the fuel particles[16] . In this study, reaction models equations (Table 1) from Shin and Choi
(2000) were used.
Table 1: Reaction model equations (Shin and Choi, 2000)
Reaction
Wood pyrolysis
Charcoal(C) combustion
Volatile reaction
Carbon monoxide combustion

Reaction equation
COAL → Cx Hy + yO2 COAL → Char(C) + yO2
Char(C) + 1/2O2 → CO
CxHy + (1/2x + 1/4y)O2 → xCO + y/2H2 O
CO + 1/2O2 → CO2

COAL represents an artificial specie CH3.9725 O0.4784 whose composition and formation enthalpies are
determined from the proximate and ultimate analysis of coal[1] (Table 2). The turbulence-chemistry interaction
is modeled by finite rate/eddy-dissipation.
Table 2: Analysis of Bituminous Coal: Gredling, Nottinghamshire, UK[1] , 1991)
Proximate analysis(weight% as received)
Moisture
6.3
Volatile matter
35.8
Fixed carbon
53.7
Ash
4.2
Ultimate analysis (Weight% as received)
Carbon
72.6
Hydrogen
5.05
Nitrogen
1.29
Sulphur
1.55
Oxygen (by difference) 15.31

Particle size (m) distribution (%)
<200
100
< 75
80
< 40
60
< 25 40
< 10
15
Average size
45
Gross calorific value (MJ/kg)

29.29

The incompressible form of the equation of motion using a finite-volume form of the discretization equations are solved with SIMPLE-based approaches. The flow field is a steady-state form of the equation motion.
The DO radiation model is used to account for the exchange of radiation between gas and particulates with
domain based WSGGM model (weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model).
WJMS email for contribution: submit@wjms.org.uk
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The input data (Table 3) for simulation are furnace operational conditions which came from experimental
tests reported by [1].
Table 3: Furnace operating conditions
Mc (kg/hr)
14

Vp (m/s)
23.1

Vs (m/s)
38.3

Tp (◦ C)
80

Ts (◦ C)
300

The primary coal + air and secondary air velocities are 23.1 and 38.3 respectively. The outlet temperature
is 2000 K while the temperatures of the walls are 353 K, 573 K, 1200 K and 1450 K respectively.

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Solution approach to based model

Calculations are initiated in order to obtain a non-reacting flow solution as recommended. The solution is
obtained by disabling energy, radiation and Discrete Phase Model (DPM) for equations and setting the pressure
discretization to PRESTO!. To avoid divergence due to turbulence field’s, pressure, momentum, and turbulence
under-relaxation factors have been reduced for the first order solution to the following values 0.5; 0.2 and 0.7
respectively. Then coal particles are set by enabling Discrete Ordinates and DPM model equations.
3.2

Effect of meshes

A three-dimensional geometry was created using GAMBIT. The meshed geometry contains 330240 nodes
distributed as hexahedral cells in one zone and the remaining zone is quadrilaterals cells. The solution domain
was subdivided into fine-fired regions near the burners and patched to more coarsely gridded regions elsewhere
with a structured grid. The effect of meshes has been demonstrated by the calculated profiles of temperature
(Fig. 2). The ultra-coarse and ultra-fine meshes produce different CFD results with the fine and coarse meshes.
The fine mesh does not make any remarkable difference with the coarse mesh in the CFD results in the entire
combustion chamber. As result, the mesh which has 330240 quadrilateral cells in total was sufficient to obtain
a grid-independent CFD solution.

Fig.2: Gas temperature
profiles based
on four
at x/Ds =meshes
1.6
Fig. 2: Gas temperature
profiles
based
ondifferent
fourmeshes
different
at x/Ds = 1.6
Note: The numbers of meshes used were 2088896, 248276, 330240 and 355392 respectively for Ultra coarse,
Note: The numbers of meshes
used were 2088896, Coarse,
248276,
330240 and 355392 respectively for Ultra coarse, Coarse, Fine and
Fine and Ultrafine
Ultrafine

3.3 Comparison between CFD results and experimental data

Figure 3, shows comparative radial profiles of gas temperatures. It is observed that,
theoretical and experimental profile are similar for all temperature except for position

3.3

Comparison between
results
andnoted
experimental
data
x/Ds = cfd
2.2.The
discrepancies
for the position x/Ds
= 2.2, can be explained by the
fact that the combustion chamber is progressively cooled.

Fig. 3, shows comparative radial profiles of gas temperatures. It is observed that, theoretical and experimental profile are similar for all temperature except for position x/Ds = 2.2.The discrepancies noted for the
position x/Ds = 2.2, can be explained by the fact that the combustion chamber is progressively cooled.
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Fig. 3: Fig.3:
Radial
profiles of temperatures at different positions
Radial profiles of temperatures at different positions
3.4

Effect of thickness
3.4 Effect of thickness

The following thicknesses
were
modelled
80, 115
150
forclay.
clay.
The following
thicknesses
were modelled
80,and
115 and
150mm
mm for
TheThe
effect effect
observedobserved is presented on
Fig. 4. It is found that forisapresented
thickness
of
150
mm,
temperature
does
not
vary
significantly
on Figure 5. It is found that for a thickness of 150 mm, temperature does not vary in comparison to others
◦ C althrough the furnace while for the others
values. For this thickness,
the temperature
around
significantly
in comparisonvalues
to others are
values.
For this1200
thickness,
the temperature values are
◦C
1200°Cthe
althrough
the furnace while
for the others
thicknesses
and 1200
115 mm,
the and 1500◦ C to 1100◦ C
thicknesses 80 mm and around
115 mm,
temperatures
decrease
from
160080◦mm
C to
temperatures
decrease
1600°C
1200°C and 1500°C
1100°C respectively.
Hence, itof the temperature inside
respectively. Hence, it appears
that,
the from
higher
theto thickness
is, theto higher
the decrease
appears
that,
the
higher
the
thickness
is,
the
higher
the
decrease
of
the
temperature
inside
the
the furnace.
furnace.

Radial profiles of temperature
the following thicknesses
80, 115 and 150
at different
Fig. 4: Radial profiles ofFig.4:
temperature
for theforfollowing
thicknesses
80,mm115
andpositions
150 mm at different positions

3.5 Effect of material
Fig.6 gives the results obtained with clay and glass wool as wall material. It is observed that,
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3.5

Effect of material

Fig. 5 gives the results obtained with clay and glass wool as wall material. It is observed that, as the
position change, the temperature in the furnace is almost constant when clay is used as the wall material. In
contrast, when glass wool is used, the temperature changes with the position are more perceptible. It is then
position are more perceptible. It is then suggested that, to maintain the temperature constant
suggested that, to maintain the temperature constant along the furnace, clay may be a more appropriate material
furnace, clay may be a more appropriate material for the furnace wall than glass
for the furnace wallalong
thantheglass
wool.
wool.

Fig. 5: Radial
profiles
of temperature
forthickness
thickness
80 atmm
at different
Fig.5: Radial
profiles
of temperature for
80 mm
different
positions positions
3.3.3. Determination of wall external temperature through heat losses evaluation
From the modeling, the initial heat loss by the furnace using aluminum as poor

3.6

refractory
wallexternal
is li = -33726.0
W.m-2. The relative
insulation
is calculated
as follow:
Determination
of wall
temperature
through
heat(R.I.)
losses
evaluation

R.I. =
100furnace
− × 100
From the modeling, the initial heat loss by
the
using aluminum as poor refractory wall is li =
−2
−33726.0W.m . The relative insulation (R.I.) is calculated as follow:
where lt is the loss measured for thickness t and li is the initial heat loss.

lt factor are given in Table 4 for wall
The heat losses and the relative insulation
R.I. = 100 −

thickness of 80 mm, 115 mm and 150 mm.

li

× 100,

where lt is the loss measured for thickness t and li is the initial heat loss.
The heat losses and the relative insulation factor are given in Table 4 for wall thickness of 80mm, 115mm
and 150mm.
Table 4: Heat losses
Wall Material
Wall thickness (mm)
Fluxes (W/m2 )
Relative insulation

80
-80.1
99.8

Glass wool
115
150
-137.1 -190.6
99.6
99.4

80
-5380.0
84.0

Clay
115
-2311.8
93.0

150
-3138.6
90.1

The highest heat losses are registered for clay wall whereas glass wool losses are very low. The results
are agreeing with radial profile presented in Fig. 4 which are in line with the thermal conductivity of the
WJMS email for subscription: info@wjms.org.uk
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materials that are considered. The modeling results agree then, with the fact that glass wool is a quality material
for thermal insulation. The insulation results obtained using kaolinite clay wall are of interest (> 80 %) and
indicates that this clay could be used satisfactorily as refractory.

4

Conclusion

The present study report the modeling of the effect of the position and furnace wall thickness on the heat
loss by the furnace. The modeling results are compared to experimental results prior to the use of the modeling
as evaluation tool for potential refractory material.
An agreement between experimental and theoretical measurements is obtained; which indicates that the
modeling is satisfactory. A modeling using a classical insulating material (glass wool) and a locally available
clay (kaolinite) is done to access the potentially of kaolinite as insulating material. The results from the modelling conveniently confirmed the insulating performance of glass wool with relative insulating factor greater
than 98% for all tested thickness. The relative insulating factor of kaolinite is greater the 80% and indicates
that kaolinite could be satisfactorily used for insulating purposes. The availability of this material in Cameroon,
could be additional motivation for studies dealing with refractory material making.
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